
Frequently Asked Questions about the 

EMPOWER THYSELF PROGRAM 
NON-DISCLOSURE/NON-COMPETE AGREEMENT 

  
 
What is an Non-disclosure/Non-compete Agreement (NDA/NCA)?  
Officially, a non-disclosure agreement, or NDA, is an agreement between two parties not to 
disclose information exchanged between the two parties to any other party. A non-compete 
agreement, or NCA, similarly is an agreement where the party receiving said information agrees 
not to use it in competition against the party that originally disclosed this information.  
 
Why does the Modern Mystery School have students sign an NDA/NCA at Empower Thyself? 
The knowledge that is shared in the Empower Thyself Program is sacred and should be treated as 
such. In the Mystery School tradition, one must receive this information through the holy process 
of oral teaching and handing down from teacher to student, as it has been for thousands of years. 
 
Receiving information as a student won’t make you a teacher. It takes time, experience and 
application of this knowledge as well as training and certification to ensure that you would be able 
to pass on these teachings in integrity. This is exactly what your Guide has gone through to ensure 
that you would receive these teachings in the highest Light.  
 
The Modern Mystery School is committed to keeping these powerful ancient teachings intact, in 
integrity and to prevent them from being misused and misappropriated, re-produced and 
plagiarized.  
 
In ancient times, it was common for initiates on the path of the mysteries to sign and proclaim an 
oath in fidelity to their mystery school and lineage. While we don’t have such a process in that 
same way, this is comparable in today’s modern times that we safeguard this sacred knowledge 
with standard and common legal documents, such as with an NDA/NCA. 
 
What happens if I don’t want to sign one? 
We know you are doing this program and initiation for your own personal growth and spiritual 
development, however we ask that you sign this agreement in order to help us protect what is 
sacred. Receiving this holy and sacred knowledge is a choice of FREE WILL, it is not a mandatory 
rite of passage. With the acceptance of the power and light that comes with this initiation, so 
comes the responsibility to protect the tradition. Signing this agreement is fundamental part of 
accepting the Adept Initiation and receiving the knowledge in Empower Thyself.  
 
Can I review the document before signing? 
Absolutely! Please ask your Guide for a copy to review and contemplate prior to signing. 
 
What is done with the agreement once it is signed? 
It is kept in storage for records.  
 
Is it possible to get a copy of the agreement I signed? 
Yes, of course! Please as your Guide to photocopy the signed agreement.  


